Fall 2015 Workshop Details

Elementary Drawing (Grades K-6)
Satu toirs, September 19 - October 24, 2015, 10:30-11:30 a.m.
The fall season is one of the most colorful times of the year. In a Young Rembrandts drawing class, we'll capture all of those colors and more in our fabulous drawings. Our rainbow giraffe seemingly captures the entire spectrum of colors in a very stylized drawing. We'll also take an imaginary journey to Paris as we draw the famous Eiffel Tower. A creepy drawing of a haunted house captures the fun spirit of the season. All this and more await your artist in a Young Rembrandts classroom! All materials included. No class on October 10.

Pre-school Drawing (ages 4 & 5)
Satu toirs, September 19 - October 24, 2015, 9:30-10:15 a.m.
This fall season, Young Rembrandts introduces drawing lessons that will excite your pre-school artist. Learning to draw basic shapes is an essential building block for every illustrator. Our gumball machine drawing provides excellent practice for drawing circle shapes. From there, our lessons will progress. Our clown puppet and Frankenstein monster are great introductions to character drawing. Other drawings like our candy bag illustration will help strengthen your child's compositional skills. Enroll your child into a Young Rembrandts class today! All materials included. No class on October 10.

nkuconnections.nku.edu/registration